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Abstract

Summaries, keyphrases, and titles are differ-001
ent ways of concisely capturing the content002
of a document. While most previous work003
has addressed them separately, in this work,004
we jointly use the three elements via multi-005
task training and training as joint structured006
inputs, in the context of document summa-007
rization. We release LipKey, the largest008
news corpus with human-written summaries,009
titles, and keyphrases, as well as being the010
first large-scale Indonesian keyphrase dataset.011
We find that including keyphrases and titles as012
additional context to the source document im-013
proves transformer-based summarization mod-014
els.1015

1 Introduction016

Key content of an article can be presented in differ-017

ent ways, including summaries, keyphrases, and a018

title. While most previous research has addressed019

each element individually (e.g. summary genera-020

tion (Zhang et al., 2020a; Lewis et al., 2020; Koto021

et al., 2020a) and keyphrase generation (Meng022

et al., 2017, 2021)), in this work we investigate023

the utility of keyphrases and titles in the context of024

single-document abstractive summarization.025

The notion of incorporating keyphrases into sum-026

marization systems is not novel, and previous work027

has utilized extractive keyphrases obtained through028

unsupervised and supervised methods. For in-029

stance, traditional summarization models (Zhang030

et al., 2004; D’Avanzo and Magnini, 2005; Wan031

et al., 2007; Riedhammer et al., 2010; Qazvinian032

et al., 2010) and modern neural models (Müngen033

and Kaya, 2018; Nallapati et al., 2016; Liu et al.,034

2021) have been combined with the top-k frequent035

words, TF-IDF, and TextRank (Mihalcea and Tarau,036

2004) to obtain keyphrases. Elsewhere, Gehrmann037

et al. (2018); Li et al. (2020) used words contained038

1Data and code used is available at: https://anon.com

in both the summary and article as keyphrases to 039

improve summarization. 040

This paper aims to study how abstractive 041

keyphrases (that are often not present in the ar- 042

ticle text) can be incorporated into summarization 043

systems. Compared to extractive keyphrases used 044

in previous work, abstractive keyphrases poten- 045

tially better complement abstractive summariza- 046

tion methods. Previous work has been hindered by 047

the unavailability of a large annotated dataset with 048

gold-standard summaries and keyphrases, thus opt- 049

ing for extractive keyphrase extraction (Qazvinian 050

et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2021). 051

We additionally study the utility of titles in sum- 052

marization. The underlying hypothesis is that titles 053

and keyphrases are concise, complementary repre- 054

sentations of an article, and provide relevant clues 055

for summarization. While previous summarization 056

datasets such as CNNDM (Hermann et al., 2015), 057

NYT (Sandhaus, 2008), and XSUM (Narayan et al., 058

2018) do not include keyphrases and titles, we 059

present a novel large-scale dataset containing both. 060

Following Koto et al. (2020a), we crawl 061

Liputan62 — an Indonesian news portal — to ob- 062

tain 105K news articles with titles, abstractive sum- 063

maries, and abstractive keyphrases, all authored 064

by journalists. Note that the dataset of Koto et al. 065

(2020a) is based on the time period 2000–2010, at 066

which point Liputan6 did not include keyphrases, 067

while our dataset is based on the time period 2019– 068

2021.3 Furthermore, the fact that the dataset is 069

in Indonesian contributes to language diversity in 070

NLP (Joshi et al., 2020). 071

To summarize our contributions: (1) we re- 072

lease LipKey, the largest news corpus containing 073

human-written summaries and keyphrases, as well 074

as being the first large-scale Indonesian keyphrase 075

dataset; (2) through extensive experimentation, we 076

benchmark multi-task training and structured in- 077

2https://www.liputan6.com
3Koto et al. (2020a) also do not release the titles.
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Dataset / Lang Size Includes #Key per AbsKey
Summ? doc (%) (%)

LipKey (ours) / id 105,574 Yes 4.5 51.2
DUC-2001 / en 308 Yes 8.1 3.7
PT-BN-KP / en 110 No 23.7 2.5
KPCrowd / en 500 No 48.9 13.5
KPTimes / en 289,923 No 5.0 54.8
WikiNews / fr 100 No 11.8 5.0

Table 1: LipKey and other keyphrase datasets in the
news domain. “AbsKey” is the percentage of “absent”
keyphrases, relative to the source article.

put methods using keyphrases and titles for In-078

donesian text summarization over different pre-079

trained language models. We find that incorpo-080

rating keyphrases and titles as structured inputs081

performs better than multi-task training, and con-082

sistently improves summary quality.083

2 Related Work084

Most keyphrase datasets are in the domain of En-085

glish scientific publications (Hulth, 2003; Krapivin086

et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2010; Meng et al., 2021).087

In Table 1, we compare our corpus, LipKey, with088

other keyphrase datasets in the news domain. Most089

datasets such as DUC-2001 (Wan and Xiao, 2008),090

PT-BN-KP (Marujo et al., 2012), KPCrowd091

(Marujo et al., 2011), and WikiNews (Bougouin092

et al., 2013) are small in size and consist of highly093

extractive keyphrases, with KPTimes (Gallina094

et al., 2019) being the only exception. DUC-2001095

is the only dataset with both keyphrases and sum-096

maries, but has only 308 documents. In com-097

parison, LipKey is a large news corpus that in-098

cludes human-written summaries and abstractive099

keyphrases, as well as being the first large-scale100

Indonesian keyphrase dataset.101

Incorporating keyphrases into summarization102

has been explored in other languages such as Chi-103

nese (Jiang et al., 2018; Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004),104

but using extractive keyphrases. This is the first105

work to combine the two tasks in the Indonesian106

language, with previous work separately tackling:107

(1) keyphrase extraction, over Twitter (Mahfuzh108

et al., 2019), consumer-health questions (Saputra109

et al., 2018), or scientific articles (Asrori et al.,110

2020; Trisna and Nurwidyantoro, 2020) with lim-111

ited data;4 or 2) document summarization in the112

news domain (Kurniawan and Louvan, 2018; Koto113

et al., 2020a).114

4None of the datasets are publicly available.

|Vocab| #Word #Sentence

mean std mean std

Article 346,564 436.5 277.7 22 17.5
Summary 63,086 19 6.6 1.2 0.4
Title 58,113 10.1 2.2 1 0
Keyphrases 33,976 8.9 4.6 4.5 1.9

Table 2: Per-article summary statistics for LipKey.
For keyphrases, #sentence indicates #keyphrases.

Dataset Size % of novel n-gram

1 2 3 4

IndoSum 18,764 3.1 10.8 16.2 20.3
Liputan6 215,827 12.9 41.6 57.6 66.9
LipKey (summary) 105,574 7.5 25.2 35.1 40.9
LipKey (title) 105,574 26.8 65.4 84.5 92.7

Table 3: Abstractiveness of summaries (and titles) in
Indosum, Liputan6, and LipKey, compared to the ar-
ticle.

3 Data Construction 115

Liputan6 is one of the largest Indonesian news por- 116

tals, containing news on topics such as politics, 117

health, business, and popular culture.5 Koto et al. 118

(2020a) found that Liputan6 summaries are highly 119

abstractive, written by journalists, and suitable for 120

Indonesian text summarization research. The sum- 121

mary and keyphrases are encapsulated in javascript 122

variables window.kmklabs.article with 123

the keys shortDescription and keywords, 124

respectively.6 125

LipKey articles span the period December 126

2019 to March 2021, and each article is associated 127

with a summary, title, and keyphrase(s). Given the 128

time period, there is a prevalence of COVID-19 129

news in the data (see the Appendix for data exam- 130

ples). In Table 2 and Table 3, we show the overall 131

data statistics of LipKey, and compare it with 132

previous Indonesian summarization datasets: Indo- 133

Sum (Kurniawan and Louvan, 2018) and Liputan6 134

(Koto et al., 2020a). We observe that summaries 135

in LipKey are more abstractive than IndoSum in 136

terms of novel n-grams (computed relatively to the 137

article). Interestingly, we found that LipKey’s ti- 138

tles are even more abstractive than the summaries 139

in all datasets. Note that the median summary 140

length in LipKey is one sentence, and shorter than 141

Liputan6 (Koto et al., 2020a) at two sentences, de- 142

5According to https://www.alexa.com, Liputan6 was
ranked 16th and 308th in Indonesia and worldwide, respec-
tively, in November 2021 in terms of popularity.

6In 2012, Liputan6 added keyphrases for articles. These
keyphrases are also assigned manually by the journalist.
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Pretrained LM

[ARTICLE] text </s>

[SUMMARY] text </s>

[TITLE] text </s>

[KEYPHRASES] key1 <sep> ... keyn  </s>
Pretrained LM

[TITLE] text [KEYPHRASES] key1 <sep>
key2 ... <sep> keyn [ARTICLE] text </s>

[SUMMARY] text </s>

Figure 1: Experimental set-up. Left: multi-task train-
ing, Right: training with structured input.

spite both datasets being crawled from the same143

news portal.144

In constructing LipKey, we discard instances145

where: (1) one of the keyphrases has more than146

6 words (which tends to be noise); (2) the arti-147

cle has less than 15 words; or (3) the summary148

has less than 5 words. This results in 105,574 in-149

stances that we split into 96,573/4,156/4,845 for150

train/development/test. In the final dataset, 33%151

and 43% of keyphrases consist of 1 and 2 words,152

respectively, with the remainder being 3–6 words153

(see Table 9 in the Appendix).154

To better understand the abstractiveness of155

keyphrases in LipKey, we randomly sampled156

100 articles and manually examined “abstractive”157

keyphrases which didn’t occur in the article. We158

find that 80% of these partially matched the arti-159

cle or were word-order variants (see Table 8 in the160

Appendix). Moreover, 15%, 12% and 14% of ab-161

stractive keyphrases were acronyms, synonyms, or162

morphological variants.163

4 Experiments164

4.1 Set-Up165

As described in Figure 1, we experiment in two166

settings: (1) multi-task training (title/keyphrases167

= output); and (2) training with structured input168

(title/keyphrases = input). For the first, we use sum-169

mary s, title t, and keyphrase(s) k as the separate170

target texts, and perform multi-task training with171

article a as the source text. The total loss L for172

multi-task training is defined as Ls +Lt +Lk. For173

the second, the goal is to learn P (s|t, k, a) that is174

realized by concatenating title t, keyphrases k, and175

article a to form the source text, and use summary s176

as the target text. To distinguish the four text types177

and structure the input, we introduce the special to-178

kens of [SUMMARY], [TITLE], [KEYPHRASES], and179

[ARTICLE] for all pretrained language models. In180

the case of multiple keyphrases, we use <sep>181

as a separator. The maximum token length for182

Model R1 R2 R3 Foc. Cov.

Lead-1 36.6 26.1 34.1 58.5 71.8
Oracle 69.2 58.9 66.9 76.4 87.2

IndoBERT (base) + raw decoder with 153M parameters

summary 41.8 30.1 39.3 66.6 73.8

multi-task training
summary, keyphrase 41.8 30.1 39.3 66.6 73.9
summary, title 42.9 31.1 40.4 67.0 74.4
summary, keyphrase, title 42.6 31.1 40.2 66.8 74.5
training with additional context
+ keyphrase 43.4 31.8 41.0 67.2 74.6
+ title 43.2 31.5 40.7 67.4 74.3
+ keyphrase + title 43.7 31.9 41.2 67.4 74.6

mBART (large) with 600M parameters

summary 43.1 31 40.5 67.6 73.9

multi-task training
summary, keyphrase 43.6 31.3 41.0 68.1 74.0
summary, title 42.2 30.0 39.5 67.3 73.4
summary, keyphrase, title 43.5 31.6 40.8 67.8 74.1
training with additional context
+ keyphrase 43.5 31.2 40.9 68.1 73.8
+ title 43.1 30.8 40.4 67.7 73.8
+ keyphrase + title 44.8 32.3 42.0 68.8 74.6

mT5 (base) with 580M parameters

summary 45.2 33.7 42.7 67.5 76.2

multi-task training
summary, keyphrase 44.7 33.2 42.1 66.9 76.3
summary, title 44.6 33.1 42.0 66.6 76.4
summary, keyphrase, title 43.7 32.0 41.0 66.1 76.0
training with additional context
+ keyphrase 46.4 34.8 43.8 68.2 76.6
+ title 45.4 33.8 42.9 67.5 76.4
+ keyphrase + title 46.7 35.1 44.2 68.4 76.9

Table 4: Summarization results on LipKey. “Foc” and
“Cov” are Focus and Coverage, resp., of FFCI. Entries
in bold and underline refer to the best overall score and
the best score for each model, respectively. “Oracle” is
obtained by greedily selecting the subset of sentences
in the article that maximizes the ROUGE score based
on the reference summary.

the article is 512, and for the summary, title, and 183

keyphrases it is 100. 184

We use the huggingface PyTorch framework 185

(Wolf et al., 2020) for our experiments with three 186

pretrained language models: IndoBERT7 (Koto 187

et al., 2020b), mT5 (base)8 (Xue et al., 2021), and 188

mBART (large)9 (Liu et al., 2020). For the monolin- 189

gual IndoBERT, we follow Liu and Lapata (2019) 190

in adding a raw transformer decoder (layers = 6, 191

hidden size = 768, feed-forward = 2,048, and heads 192

= 8) on top of IndoBERT, and train it on 4×V100 193

16GB GPUs for 200K steps. For the multilingual 194

7indolem/indobert-base-uncased
8google/mt5-base
9facebook/mbart-large-50
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Model R1 Foc. Cov. F1@5 F1@O F1@M

RAKE 7.8 40.0 58.7 1.0 1.0 1.0
IndoBERT 58.8 74.2 79.4 45.5 45.2 46.5
mT5 (base) 62.0 75.7 81.7 53.3 52.9 54.5
mBART (large) 63.4 76.4 81.9 54.5 54.4 56.0

Table 5: Keyphrase generation results on LipKey.

mT5 and mBART, we train them on 4×V100 32GB195

GPUs for 60 epochs (around 20K steps) with an196

initial learning rate of 1e-4 (Adam optimizer). We197

pick the best checkpoint based on ROUGE scores198

(Lin, 2004) on the development set (See the Ap-199

pendix for more details of hyper-parameters).200

Additionally, we train keyphrase generation201

(KPG) models (Seq2Seq) with the same ar-202

chitectures and configurations as the summa-203

rization models. We compare the generated204

keyphrases with: (a) human-written keyphrases;205

and (b) keyphrases from RAKE, an unsuper-206

vised language-independent keyphrase extraction207

method (Rose et al., 2010).208

For evaluating the summarization models, we209

use F1 of ROUGE scores (R1, R2, and R3), and Fo-210

cus and Coverage from the FFCI framework (Koto211

et al., 2020), computed based on Precision and Re-212

call of BERTSCORE (Zhang et al., 2020b) using213

mBERT uncased.10 For evaluating KPG, we use214

macro-averaged F1@5, F1@O, and F1@M, fol-215

lowing Meng et al. (2021), and additionally report216

R1, Focus, and Coverage. Detailed definitions of217

the metrics are provided in the Appendix.218

4.2 Results219

In Table 4, we show the full experimental results on220

the test set. First, we observe that vanilla models221

(trained only using the article) substantially out-222

perform Lead-1 for all models.11 We find that223

the vanilla model of mT5 performs better than In-224

doBERT and mBART, with an improvement of225

+3.4 and +2.1 R1, respectively.226

Training with additional context as structured227

input consistently improves over multi-task train-228

ing, with the best results generally being obtained229

with both keyphrases and title, and mT5 being the230

best model. When incorporating each element sep-231

arately, keyphrases are generally better than titles,232

improving over the vanilla model, with IndoBERT233

(with multi-task training) being the notable excep-234

10For details of BERT layer selection, see Koto et al. (2021).
11We choose Lead-1 because the average #sentence of the

summary is 1.2 in Table 2.

Model R1 R2 R3 Foc. Cov.

Vanilla 45.2 33.7 42.7 67.5 76.2
+ keyphrases (RAKE) 44.8 33.3 42.3 66.5 75.6
+ keyphrases (Seq2Seq*) 46.0 34.4 43.5 68.1 76.4
+ keyphrases (Human) 46.4 34.8 43.8 68.2 76.6

Vanilla + title 45.4 33.8 42.9 67.5 76.4
+ keyphrases (RAKE) 43.7 32.1 41.2 67.3 76.1
+ keyphrases (Seq2Seq*) 45.9 34.1 43.3 67.9 76.4
+ keyphrases (Human) 46.7 35.1 44.2 68.4 76.9

Table 6: Ablation study of mT5 (base) over different
keyphrases on test set. * denotes using mBART (large).

tion. We also observe that mBART (large) and 235

mT5 (base) are similar in parameter size (600M), 236

but mT5 is substantially better. The FFCI frame- 237

work shows that both models have similar Focus (= 238

precision), but mT5 has higher Coverage (= recall). 239

Next, in Table 5, we present results for keyphrase 240

generation on the LipKey test set, and observe 241

that mBART (large) achieves the best performance 242

across all metrics. Interestingly, RAKE performs 243

very poorly,12 in part emphasizing the limitations 244

of the extractive RAKE method (vs. the highly 245

abstractive keyphrases in LipKey. 246

Lastly, we perform an ablation study over the 247

best summarization model, mT5, using keyphrases 248

sourced through three different methods: (1) 249

RAKE, (2) Seq2Seq, and (3) human-assigned. 250

As seen in Table 6, adding RAKE keyphrases 251

hurts summarization results, but when using 252

Seq2Seq keyphrases (generated by mBART), the 253

performance consistently improves across all met- 254

rics, close to the performance of human-assigned 255

keyphrases. Considering this finding, it would 256

be interesting to explore the transferability of 257

keyphrase generation models to other languages, to 258

see if the result can be reproduced. 259

5 Conclusion 260

In this paper, we release LipKey, the largest news 261

corpus with human-written summaries, titles, and 262

keyphrases, which is also the first-large scale In- 263

donesian keyphrase dataset. We experimented with 264

incorporating keyphrases (and titles) into summa- 265

rization training via multi-task training or as struc- 266

tured inputs, and found that the latter works better. 267

Our results also show that abstractive keyphrases 268

benefit summarization systems more than extrac- 269

tive ones. 270

12For each article, we pick the top-5 keyphrases based on
RAKE scoring.
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6 Ethical Considerations271

According to Indonesian Copyright Law number272

28 year 2014 article 44, the use, retrieval, reproduc-273

tion, and/or change of works and/or related rights274

products in whole or substantial part are not re-275

garded as a copyright infringement if the source276

is mentioned or cited in full for the purpose of277

education and research.13278
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A Overview and Analysis of Keyphrases540

Text % Avg. of present keyphrases

Keyphrases level Word level

Article 66.8 86.9
Summary 39.8 55.3
Title 48.2 62.9

Table 7: Proportion of keyphrases which match article,
summary, and title

Category % Examples
(keyphrase vs. article)

Acronym 15 manchester united vs. man
utd

Synonym 12 kepribadian “characteristic”
vs. sifat “characteristic”

Morphology 14 pemotor “motorcyclist” vs.
motor “motorcycle”

Different order or partial 80 Virus Corona di Aceh “coro-
navirus in Aceh” vs. Virus
Corona “coronavirus”

Not a synonym but related 44 N/A
Found in title (not in article) 24 N/A

Table 8: Analysis of keyphrases from 100 random sam-
ples.

#Word Freq Example

1 167,203 COVID-19; Netflix
2 214,672 New Normal; Diego Michels
3 84,162 Klasemen Liga Inggris “Premier League”
4 22,780 Ganjil Genap Kota Bogor

“odd-even policy in Bogor”
5 6,366 Kru KM Lambelu Positif Covid-19

“KM Lambelu Crew Positive Covid-19”
6 1,623 Cara Menulis Daftar Pustaka dari Internet

“ways to write a bibliography from Internet”

Table 9: Frequency of keyphrases in LipKey based on
#Word.

B Training configurations541

Summarization and keyphrase generation use the542

same models and architecture. For IndoBERT,543

we follow the Liu and Lapata (2019) architec-544

ture by adding a raw transformer decoder (lay-545

ers = 6, hidden size = 768, feed-forward =546

2,048, and heads = 8) on top of IndoBERT, and547

train it on 4×V100 16GB GPUs for 200K steps548

with the Adam optimizer and learning rate lr549

= 2e−3 · min(step−0.5, step · 20, 000−1.5) and550

0.1·min(step−0.5, step·10, 000−1.5) for IndoBERT551

and the transformer decoder, respectively. We use552

a warmup of 20,000, a dropout of 0.2, a batch size553

total of 200 (10 x 4 GPUs x gradient accumulation554

of 5), and save checkpoints for every 10,000 steps.555

We compute ROUGE scores (R1) to pick the best 556

checkpoint based on the development set. 557

For mT5 and mBART, we train them on 4×V100 558

32GB GPUs for 60 epochs (around 20K steps) with 559

an initial learning rate of 1e-4 (Adam optimizer). 560

We use a total batch size of 400 (10 x 4 GPUs x 561

gradient accumulation of 10), a warmup of 10% of 562

total steps, and save checkpoints for every 1,000 563

steps. We also compute ROUGE scores (R1) to 564

pick the best checkpoint based on the development 565

set. 566

C Evaluation Metrics 567

For summarization, we use ROUGE scores (Lin, 568

2004), and Focus and Coverage from the FFCI 569

framework (Koto et al., 2020). Following Koto 570

et al. (2021), for non-Eenglish text, focus and cov- 571

erage are computed based on the precision and 572

recall of BERTSCORE (Zhang et al., 2020b) using 573

mBERT uncased at layers 12 and 6, respectively. 574

For Y and Y ′ as the reference and system summary, 575

BERTSCORE is computed as follows: 576

PBERT =
1

|Y ′|
∑
ti∈Y ′

max
sj∈Y

tTi sj 577

RBERT =
1

|Y |
∑
sj∈Y

max
ti∈Y ′

tTi sj 578

FBERT = 2
PBERT · RBERT

PBERT +RBERT
579

where sj and ti are token embeddings of Y and Y ′. 580

For evaluating the keyphrase generation model, 581

we use macro-averaged F1@5, F1@O, and 582

F1@M, following Meng et al. (2021). Given 583

gold-standard keyphrases Y and the prediction 584

Ŷ = {y′1, .., y′n}, we truncate the prediction to 585

Ŷ = {y′1, .., y′min(k,m)} when only the top k pre- 586

dictions are used for evaluation. Precision, Recall, 587

and F1 are consequently conditioned on k, and 588

computed as follows: 589

P@k =
|Ŷ:k ∩ Y |
|Ŷ:k|

590

R@k =
|Ŷ:k ∩ Y |
|Y|

591

F1@k =
2 ∗ P@k ∗ R@k

P@k + R@k
592

593

Thus F1@5 is F1@k when k = 5, F1@O is F1@k 594

when k is the number of oracle (ground truth) 595

keyphrases, and F1@M is when k = |Ŷ|. 596
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IndoBERT: 
Kementerian perhubungan (Kemenhub) memastikan pelaksanaan
protokol di kereta rangkaian listrik (KRL) Jabodetabek terus
berjalan 

IndoBERT with additional contexts (+ keyphrases + titles): 
Kemenhub memastikan pelaksanaan protokol di kereta rangkaian
listrik (KRL) jabodetabek terus berjalan . 

mBART: 
Permenhub 18/2020 secara tegas telah menyatakan adanya
beberapa syarat yang wajib dipenuhi penumpang moda
transportasi publik seperti KRL. 

mBART with additional contexts (+ keyphrases + titles): 
Adita mengatakan, Permenhub 18/2020 secara tegas telah
menyatakan adanya beberapa syarat yang wajib dipenuhi
penumpang moda transportasi publik seperti KRL. 

mT5: 
Kemenhub memastikan pelaksanaan protokol di Kereta Rangkaian
Listrik ( KRL ) Jabodetabek terus berjalan. 

mT5 with additional contexts (+ keyphrases + titles): 
Juru Bicara Kementerian Perhubungan Adita Irawati menyatakan,
pihaknya telah mengeluarkan Permenub Nomor 18/2020 yang
telah mengatur operasional moda transportasi di masa pandemi.

Title: 
Ada Warga Positif Corona di KRL, Ini Kata Kemenhub 

Gold Keyphrases: 
krl, COVID-19, Corona 

Article: 
Liputan6 . com , Jakarta Kementerian Perhubungan ( Kemenhub )
memastikan pelaksanaan protokol di Kereta Rangkaian Listrik (
KRL ) Jabodetabek terus berjalan . Pernyataan ini dikeluarkan
pasca adanya 3 penumpang asal Bogor yang dinyatakan positif
corona pasca dilakukan test swab . Juru Bicara Kementerian
Perhubungan Adita Irawati menyatakan , pihaknya telah
mengeluarkan Permenub Nomor 18/2020 yang telah mengatur
operasional moda transportasi di masa pandemi . Khususnya pula
di daerah yang telah menjalankan Pembatasan Sosial Berskala
Besar ( PSBB ) seperti di Jabodetabek . Perlu dipahami bahwa
penularan Covid-19 bisa terjadi dimana saja , tidak hanya di di KRL
, " kata Adita , Selasa ( 5/5/2020 ) . Adita mengatakan , Permenhub
18/2020 secara tegas telah menyatakan adanya beberapa syarat
yang wajib dipenuhi penumpang moda transportasi publik seperti
KRL . Pertama , penumpang wajib menggunakan masker . Kedua ,
sambungnya , petugas mengecek suhu tubuh penumpang.  

[254 words are abbreviated from here] 

Title: 
Corona positive passengers are detected on the KRL, this is what
the Ministry of Transportation says 

Gold Keyphrases: 
krl, COVID-19, Corona 

Article: 
Liputan6 . com , Jakarta The Ministry of Transportation
(Kemenhub) ensures that the implementation of the protocol on the
Jabodetabek Electric Circuit Train (KRL) continues. This statement
was issued after 3 passengers from Bogor were tested positive for
corona after a swab test was carried out. Spokesman for the
Ministry of Transportation, Adita Irawati, stated that her party had
issued Permenub No. 18/2020 which had regulated the operation
of transportation modes during the pandemic. This is particularly
the case in areas that have implemented Large-Scale Social
Restrictions (PSBB) such as in Jabodetabek. It should be
understood that the transmission of Covid-19 can occur anywhere,
not only in KRL," said Adita, Tuesday (5/5/2020). First, passengers
are required to wear masks. Second, he continued, officers check
passengers' body temperatures.  

[254 words are abbreviated from here] 

IndoBERT:
The Ministry of Transportation (Kemenhub) ensures that the
implementation of the protocol on the Jabodetabek Electric Circuit
Train (KRL) continues

IndoBERT with additional contexts (+ keyphrases + titles):
The Ministry of Transportation ensures that the implementation of
the protocol on the Jabodetabek electric circuit train (KRL)
continues.

mBART:
Permenhub 18/2020 has explicitly stated that there are several
conditions that must be met by passengers of public transportation
modes such as KRL.

mBART with additional contexts (+ keyphrases + titles):
Adita said that Permenhub 18/2020 has explicitly stated that there
are several conditions that must be met by passengers of public
transportation modes such as KRL.

mT5:
The Ministry of Transportation ensures that the implementation of
the protocol on the Jabodetabek Electric Circuit Train (KRL)
continues.

mT5 with additional contexts (+ keyphrases + titles):
Spokesperson for the Ministry of Transportation, Adita Irawati,
stated that her party had issued Permenub No. 18/2020 which
regulates the operation of transportation modes during the
pandemic.

Gold summaries: 
Kemenhub menyebutkan Permenhub 18/2020 secara tegas telah
menyatakan adanya beberapa syarat yang wajib dipenuhi
penumpang moda transportasi publik seperti KRL .

Gold summaries:
The Ministry of Transportation stated that Permenhub 18/2020 has
explicitly stated that there are several conditions that must be met
by passengers of public transportation modes such as KRL.

   Indonesian    English (translation)

Figure 2: Example from the LipKey dataset, with gold-standard and generated summaries.
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Gold Keyphrases: 
Relawan Uji Vaksin, Vaksin Sinovac 

Article: 
liputan6 . com , jakarta - manajer lapangan tim riset uji klinis vaksin
covid-19 sinovac , dr eddy fadliyana menyebut sejauh ini sudah
ada sekitar 1 . 020 calon relawan yang mendaftarkan diri untuk
mengikuti uji vaksin dari tiongkok itu . dia mengatakan ,
pelaksanaan uji vaksin itu akan dilakukan selasa 11 agustus 2020 .
pada hari pertama itu , uji vaksin bakal dilakukan di rumah sakit
pendidikan ( rsp ) universitas padjadjaran , jalan eyckman , kota
bandung . " sebetulnya sama saja , hanya pemeriksaan di rsp itu ,
tes usapnya ( swab test ) didahulukan . sama saja sih prosedurnya
, tidak ada yang berbeda , besok rsp imunisasi , kalau di tempat
lain baru tahap awal , " kata eddy di bandung , senin ( 10/8/2020 ) .
dikutip dari antara , menurut eddy , semua tempat yang ditunjuk
menjadi lokasi uji vaksin covid-19 ini dipastikan sudah siap . mulai
dari sarana prasarananya , menurutnya sudah sesuai dengan
protokol kesehatan yang berlaku . dia mengatakan , uji vaksin itu
dilakukan di enam lokasi , di antaranya yakni rsp unpad , balai
kesehatan unpad dipatiukur , puskesmas dago , puskesmas
sukapakir , puskesmas garuda , dan puskesmas ciumbuleuit . dari
seluruh calon relawan yang sudah mendaftar , menurutnya tak
menutup kemungkinan sudah ada asn yang ikut mendaftar .
karena , pendaftaran untuk menjadi relawan itu terbuka untuk
umum . " dari asn mungkin ada , saya tidak melihat statusnya apa
pokoknya masyarakat yang mau silakan saja , " katanya . meski
terbuka untuk umum , menurutnya ada beberapa syarat yang perlu
dipenuhi oleh calon relawan antara lain usia relawan dalam
rentang 18 hingga 59 tahun , dan dalam keadaan sehat tanpa
penyakit bawaan .

   Indonesian    English (translation)

Gold Keyphrases: 
Vaccine Test Volunteers, Sinovac Vaccines 

Article: 
liputan6 . com, Jakarta - field manager of the Sinovac Covid-19
vaccine clinical trial research team, Dr. Eddy Fadliyana, said that
so far there have been around 1. 020 prospective volunteers who
registered to take part in the vaccine test from China. He said the
implementation of the vaccine test would be carried out on
Tuesday, August 11, 2020. On that first day, the vaccine test will be
conducted at the Teaching Hospital (RSP) at Padjadjaran
University, Jalan Eyckman, Bandung City. "it's actually the same,
only the examination at the rsp, the swab test takes precedence.
the procedure is the same, nothing is different, tomorrow the
immunization rsp, if it's in place others are only in the early stages,"
said Eddy in Bandung, Monday (10/8/2020). Quoted from Antara,
according to Eddy, all the places designated to be the test locations
for the COVID-19 vaccine are confirmed to be ready. starting from
the infrastructure, according to him, it is in accordance with the
applicable health protocol. he said the vaccine test was carried out
in six locations, including the Unpad Hospital, Dipatiukur Health
Center, Dago Health Center, Sukapakir Health Center, Garuda
Health Center, and Ciumbuleuit Health Center. From all
prospective volunteers who have registered, according to him, it is
possible that there are already ASN who have registered. because
, registration to become a volunteer is open to the public . " From
the ASN there may be , I do not see what the status is , basically
people who want to go ahead , " he said . although it is open to the
public , according to him , there are several requirements that need
to be fulfilled by prospective volunteers , including the age of
volunteers in the range of 18 to 59 years , and in good health
without any congenital disease .

Gold Keyphrases: 
buaya terkam warga, Sulbar 

Article: 
liputan6 . com , mamuju tengah - kejadian nahas menimpa h ( 40 )
warga desa barakkang , kecamatan budong-budong , mamuju
tengah , sulawesi barat . ibu rumah tangga itu diterkam seekor
buaya saat mandi dan buang air besar di sungai . kapolsek
budong-budong akp suparman membenarkan pristiwa nahas itu ,
ia mengatakan , peristiwa terjadi pada selasa ( 4/8/2020 ) dini hari ,
sekitar pukul 05 . 30 wita . korban yang tengah buang air besar itu
tiba-tiba diterkam buaya yang memiliki panjang kurang lebih 7
meter . " menurut saksi andi ( 38 ) yang merupakan adik korban ,
buaya itu tiba-tiba menerkam korban dari belakang , " kata
suparman kepada liputan6 . com . petani labuhan batu utara
diterkam buaya di depan anak istri suparman menambahkan ,
saksi juga sempat mendengarkan teriakan korban dan berusaha
untuk menolong . namun , belum sempat menolong , buaya
tersebut sudah terlebih dahulu menarik korban ke dalam air . "
beberapa saat kemudian korban dan buaya muncul di permukaan
air namun hanya sesaat lalu kemudian tenggelam lagi ke dalam air
, " jelas suparman . hingga saat ini korban belum juga ditemukan ,
warga bersama pihak kepolisian sempat melakukan pencarian
dengan peralatan seadanya . pihak bpbd mamuju tengah dan
basarnas mamuju pun sudah dihubungi . " saat ini bpbd dan
masyarakat serta basarnas sudah ada di tkp melakukan pencarian
, " tutup suparman .

Gold Keyphrases: 
Crocodile devours residents, Sulbar 

Article: 
liputan6 . com, Mamuju - an unfortunate incident happened to H
(40) a resident of Barakkang Village, Budong-Budong District,
Central Mamuju, West Sulawesi. The housewife was attacked by a
crocodile while bathing and defecating in the river. The head of the
Budong-Budong Police, AK Suparman, confirmed the unfortunate
incident, saying that the incident occurred on Tuesday (4/8/2020)
early in the morning, around 05 am. 30 pm. The victim who was
defecating was suddenly attacked by a crocodile which has a
length of approximately 7 meters. " According to witness Andi ( 38 )
who is the victim 's younger brother , the crocodile suddenly
pounced on the victim from behind , " said Suparman to liputan6 .
com . The farmer in North Batu Harbor was attacked by a crocodile
in front of his wife and children. Suparman added that the witness
had also heard the victim's screams and tried to help. however ,
before they could help , the crocodile had already pulled the victim
into the water . " a few moments later the victim and the crocodile
appeared on the surface of the water , but only a moment later
then sank again into the water , " explained Suparman . Until now
the victim has not been found , residents together with the police
had conducted a search with makeshift equipment . The Central
Mamuju BPBD and Mamuju Basarnas have also been contacted. "
Currently , BPBD and the community as well as the National Basis
are already at the scene conducting a search , " concluded
Suparman .

Figure 3: Example of articles and keyphrases in the LipKey dataset. We highlight words in the article that match
its abstractive keyphrases with different colours. Yellow means partial match, green means acronym, and blue
means morphology variants. English translation is for illustration purposes.
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